
 
 
 
 

Leveraging on Skills: WILL YOU BE???? 
 
 
Market is scaling record high on every day & many people who left out of market is 
asking questions  
What to buy now?? 
Is this right time to enter?? 
Shall we expect correction?? 
 
Nobody has correct answer of these questions but my simple answer is to 
“Participate” is the only way to be part of this Global liquidity driven rally. 
And for that one has to have certain skills set to analyze the market. 
And its broadly Fundamental, Technical, Derivative, Astrology & Global Market 
analysis. 
 
I have seen from my experience that isolated these all analysis has certain 
limitations but combination of any of two or three things works very well for short 
term trading & Medium term investments perspectives. And we will get our end 
results of “Participate” in this rally & earn profits in term of returns, rest of the 
other things are secondary. 
 
The rest of the other secondary things on which one needs to focus being a part of 
this analysis further are, 
Market view 
Stock view  
Sector View 
 
If we able to analyze this all things correctly then we may get at least answer of all 
above questions at every levels of market. 
 
Conclusively, single Analysis never works better in market, One needs to leverage 
skills with other expert of individual area in professional way or to develop certain 
skill set in individual capabilities in terms of leanings ,if one needs to be a 
participate long way in this market. 
 
This is my personnel view from my experience in different cycles of market.  
I am open to leverage my skills set by joining hands with experts in professional way 
& also to inculcate skills with new leanings, WILL YOU BE???? 
 
If YES, then there will be no above questions at any levels of market & we will have 
as Answer of all questions with ourselves. 
 
Thanks & Regards, 
Devang Shah 
www.trendtechno.com 
 
 
 
 


